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Motivation

DPLL-style exact model counters have become
increasingly fast in solving #SAT problems,
due to new branching heuristics [7, 3], clause
learning [6], and component caching [1, 2]. In
this work, we aim to contribute to this last line
of work on model counters.
A DPLL-based model counter induces a
depth-first search tree by assigning truth values to variables in a propositional input formula (typically in CNF). At any node in the
search tree, the truth assignments to variables
may yield a residual formula that can be decomposed into disjoint subformulae (components) that do not have any variables in common. The model counts of these components
are therefore independent of their sibling components. Caching the model counts of components helps a DPLL-style model counter to
avoid recomputing the model count of subformulae that are encountered at multiple points
in the search tree.
We observe that memory is typically a limited resource, that the number of components
of a formula can be exponential in the number of variables in the input CNF, and thus
that the cache will eventually be exhausted
for sufficiently large problems. Consequently,
model counters usually clean their cache regularly, to make room for storing new component
counts. Intuitively, we would assume that the
more memory we make available to the counter
to cache these component model counts, the
faster it will compute the total model count of
the input formula, since a larger cache allows
for more counts stored at the same time, and
thus a higher chance that a component’s count

is stored there and a cache hit occurs.
Interestingly, in an empirical evaluation of
state-of-the-art DPLL-based model counter
GANAK [9], it was found that the running
time performance of GANAK does not vary
much when we limit it to a very small cache,
compared to giving it access to a much larger
cache. In this work we investigate the reasons
for this; specifically, we aim to answer the
following questions:
Q1 How does the running time of GANAK relate to the cache size limit?
Q2 How do branching heuristics and cache
management schemes influence the
counter’s interaction with the cache?
Q3 To what extent can we predict the relevance of a component’s stored count, and
use that knowledge to craft new cache
management schemes?
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Approach and results

For our analysis, we used two synthetic benchmark sets, DQMR and GRID [8], as well as
one industrial benchmark set, PA [5].
In order to answer our research questions, we
built tracking functionality into GANAK that
allows us to follow components as they are encountered at different times during the search.
We used this information to carefully map the
cache usage of GANAK under different circumstances.
We traced cache usage both for the default
settings of GANAK, and for other branching
heuristics, which have a great influence on the
size and shape of the search tree and therefore
can be suspected to also impact the way the
counter uses the cache, and other cache man∗ Corresponding author j.g.rook@umail.leidenuniv.nl. agement schemes, which determine how the
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Figure 1 shows an example of a typical result from our experiments to answer Q2. Here,
we limited the cache size to a maximum of
64 MB, fixed the branching heuristic to either
VSIDS [7] or AUPC [7], used AAC to find optimised parameter settings for the other parameters and then measured for each component c
how often GANAK encounters it in the search
tree (Ne (c)) and how long it is ‘relevant’, i.e.,
how much time passed between the first and
last encounter, measured in the number of
decision nodes created in that time (`r (c)).
Analysing the data, we find that for the best
performing branching heuristic, VSIDS, there
are more component encounters and that the
components are relevant for shorter time periods, compared to the worst performing branching heuristic, AUPC.

Answering just one aspect of Q2, we found
that, regardless of branching heuristic, the distributions of Ne (c) follow a power law; this
means that most components are only encountered once by GANAK. Herein lies an opportunity to improve cache management heuriscache is cleaned when it is full.
tics, because the counts of those components
In order to conduct a fair comparison, we are stored in the cache, taking up space that
made GANAK highly configurable by parame- could have been used to store model counts of
terising magic constants and implementing ad- components that could lead to cache hits.
ditional branching heuristics and cache manInterestingly, we find that the branching
agement schemes that were either known from
heuristics
that yield the smallest PAR10 valthe literature [7, 3, 11, 2] or crafted by us.
ues
are
the
ones for which the solver finds relaWe then used automated algorithm configuratively
more
components that are only relevant
tion (AAC) [4] to find benchmark-specific, opfor
very
short
periods of time (and thus for
timised configurations for the parameters that
very
small
parts
of the search tree). We take
were not fixed in our experiments.
this
as
indication
that such branching heurisWe used this configurable version of GANAK
tics
yield
small
search
trees. It also explains
to run a simple first experiment, in which we
why
fairly
simple
cache
management schemes,
only fixed the maximum allowed cache size,
such
as
first-in-first-out,
are likely to perform
and used AAC to find optimised parameter
quite
well.
While
this
may
be somewhat unsurvalues. Answering Q1, we found that with the
prising,
we
believe
that
a
study
of a solver’s indefault parameter settings for GANAK as well
teraction
with
the
cache
may
yield
interesting
as with the optimised ones, the influence of
insights
towards
developing
branching
heuristhe cache size on running time performance,
tics
and
caching
schemes
that
form
successful
1
measured in terms of PAR10 , was minimal.
Doubling the cache size yielded at most a 28% duos in reducing the running time of the solver.
Finally, inspired by Soos et al. [10], we took
speed up, but on average this was only 1.5%.
a machine learning approach to answering Q3.
1 Penalised average running time with penalty facWe used the aforementioned tracking functiontor 10.
ality to construct a database of feature vec-

Figure 1: Relevance window length (`r (c)) as
a function of number of encounters (Ne (c)) for
components sampled from GRID instances.
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tors that capture for each tracked component
information about its structure (e.g., number
of variables and number of Horn clauses) and
the search state at the first time that it was
encountered by the solver (e.g., depth in the
search tree and polarity of decisions). We combined these feature vectors with labels that
each capture a proxy of a component’s relevance, and use the resulting database to train
binary classifiers to determine whether or not
we should evict a stored component from the
cache.
We evaluated the quality of these classifiers
using the area under the precision-recall curves
on the validation partition of our database.
We found that all classification approaches improve over the baseline, which labelled all components as relevant, by at least a factor two.
For the tasks where the threshold for being
considered as relevant is the highest, the improvements even go up to an order of magnitude. Looking at the importance of the different features, we found that simple features
that capture, for instance, the size of the component, have the most predictive power in this
task.
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Conclusion

We performed an extensive study of a stateof-the-art DPLL-style model counter, focusing
on the role that component caching plays in reducing the running time of such model counters. Our results provide leads for future research aiming to develop novel cache management schemes designed to maximise the use
of the cache, and thus to be not only faster,
but also less reliant on limited memory resources. Specifically, we suggest that efforts
to improve cache management should focus on
reducing the number of single-encounter components whose counts are stored in the cache.
So far, we have considered components individually, divorced from their role as super- or
sub-components of other components. Taking
these relationships into account in the development of new cache management schemes is
an interesting direction for future research.
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